A2 Level Examination – Pāṇini Option Sūtras
Note: These sūtras are given in the same order as the list on page 9 of the
Advanced Level Sanskrit syllabus specification sheet dated 1995 (including three
later corrections to the list). This compilation has been made to make recitation of
the sūtras easier, and the English translations are provided only as a reminder of
the meaning. The translations are mainly taken from S.C. Vasu’s edition of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī publishd by Motilal Banarsidass. For a full explanation of the sūtras,
please refer to material on the Laghu Siddhāntakaumudī, and the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

1. Māheśvarāṇi Sūtrāṇi

» a£Ñ-\ « A‚k\ « éa|e±\ « éeae|ec\ « hyvrq\ «
« l-\ « [m±-nm\ « !#[\ « `W=x\ « jbgwdz\ «
,f¡Q'cqtv\ « kpy\ « zxsr\ « hl\ »
2. Paribhāṣā

» tiSmiNnit inidRXqe pUvRSy » 1.1.66 »
When a term is exhibited in the seventh case in these sūtras, the operation
directed, is to be understood as affecting the state of what immediately precedes
that which the term denotes.

» xXQI S'|ney|eg| » 1.1.49 »
The force of the genitive case in a sūtra is that of the phrase “in the place of”
when no special rules qualify the sense of the genitive.

» S'|ne÷Ntrtm: » 1.1.50 »
When a common term is obtained as a substitute, the likest of its significates to
that in the place of which it comes, is the actual substitute.

» tSm|idTyuTtrSy » 1.1.67 »
An operation caused by the exhibition of a term in the ablative or fifth case, is to
be understood to enjoin the substitution of something in the room of that which
follows the word denoted by the term.

» tprStTk|lSy » 1.1.70 »
The letter which has a t\ after or before it, besides referring to its own form,
refers to those homogenous letters which have the same prosodial length or time.

» al|eNTySy » 1.1.52 »
The substitute takes the place of only the final letter (of that which is denoted by
a term exhibited in the genitive or sixth case).

» a|de: prSy » 1.1.54 »
That which is enjoined to come in the room of what follows is to be understood
as coming in the room only of the first letter therof.

» pUvR]|isåm\ » 8.2.1 »
Whatever will be taught hereafter, up to the end of the work, is to be considered
as not taken effect, in relation to the application of a preceding rule.

» a|ƒNtO qiktO » 1.1.46 »
Of whatsoever the augments enunciated are distinguished by an indicatory q\ or

k\ , they precede or follow it accordingly.

» p/Tyyl|epe p/TyylÁ|-m\ » 1.1.62 »
When elision of an affix has taken place (lopa), the affix still exerts its influence,
and the operations dependent on it take place as if it were present.

» i±Cc » 1.1.53 »
And the substitute which has an indicatory ± (even though it consists of more
than one letter) takes the place of the final letter only of the original expression.

» S@||invd|dez|e÷nl\iv=O » 1.1.56 »
A substitute (ādeśa) is like the former occupant (sthāni) but not in the case of a
rule the occasion for the operation of which is furnished by the letters of the
original term.

3. Sañjñā

» ade±\ gu-: » 1.1.2 »
a, é and a|e are called gūna.

» vºiår|dEc\ » 1.1.1 »
a|, ée and a|E are called vṛddhi.

» a@|Rvd=|turp/Tyy: p/|itpidkm\ » 1.2.45 »
A significant form of a word, not being a verbal root (dhātu), or an affix
(pratyaya) is called a Prātipadika or crude-form.

» ;.iåtsm|s|Zc » 1.2.46 »
The forms ending in Krit affixes, or Taddhita affixes, or compound are also called
Prātipadika.

» ySm|t\ p/Tyyivi=Std|id p/Tyye÷ôm\ » 1.4.13 »
After whatsoever there is an affix enjoined, whether verbal root or crude-form,
that which begins therewith in the form in which it appears when the affix
follows it, is called an Inflective base (anga).

» sv|RdIin svRn|m|in » 1.1.27 »
The words sarva, ‘all’, and the rest are called sarvanāma or pronouns.

» apºÇ ék|l\p/Tyy: » 1.2.41 »
An affix consisting of a single letter is called an Aprikta.

» ÅSv“ l`u » 1.4.10 »
A short vowel is called ‘light’ (laghu).

» s“y|egeguó » 1.4.11 »
When a conjunct consonant follows, a short vowel is termed ‘heavy’ (Guru).

» dI`RÔ » 1.4.12 »
And a long vowel is also termed heavy (Guru).

» suiPt±Nt” pdm\ » 1.4.14 »
That which ends in a sup (case-affix) IV.1.2; or in tiṅ III.4.78 (tense affix) is called
a pada or inflected word.

» #Uv|dy|e =|tv: » 1.3.1 »
The words beginning with Bhū ‘to become’, and denoting action, are called
dhātu or verbal roots.

4. Itsutrāni

» Ñpdeze÷jnun|isk £t\ » 1.3.2 »
The nasalized vowels are £t\

in Upadeśa, or original enunciation.

» hlNTym\ » 1.3.3 »
In Upadeśa, the final consonant of roots etc. is £t\.

» n iv~|Ç|E tuSm|: » 1.3.4 »
The final dental consonants, and the final s\ and m\ , are not £t\ in affixes
called vibhakti or inflective affixes.

» a|idi[Rquwv: » 1.3.5 »
The initial ñi, ṭu and ḍu are £t\ .

» x: p/TyySy » 1.3.6 »
The initial x\ of an affix is indicatory.

» cuqU » 1.3.7 »
The initial palatals and linguals of an affix are indicatory.

» lzKvtifite » 1.3.8 »
The initial l and ś, and the gutturals of all affixes, except taddhita, are indicatory.

» tSy l|ep: » 1.3.9 »
Of this, (namely of that which has been called £t\ ), there is elision.

5. Acsandhi

» £k|e y-ic » 6.1.77 »
The semi-vowels y\ v\ r\ l\ are the substitutes of the corresponding vowels

£ Ñ A and ‚ (long and short), when followed by a vowel.

» éc|e÷yv|y|v: » 6.1.78 »
For the vowels é ée a|e and a|E are respectively substituted ay\ a|y\

av\ and a|v\ when a vowel follows.

» Ñr-\ rpr: » 1.1.51 »
When a letter of a-\

prātyāhara comes as a substitue for A it is always

followed by a r.

» a|d\gu-: » 6.1.88 »
The guṇa is the single substitute of the final a or a| of a preceding word and
the simple vowel of the succeeding (a or a| + a vowel = guṇa).

» ak: sv-eR dI`R: » 6.1.101 »
When a simple vowel is followed by a homogenous vowel, the corresponding
long vowel is the single substitute for both the precedent and the subsequent
vowels.

» é±: pd|Nt|dit » 6.1.109 »
In the room of é or a|e final in a Pada, and the short a which follows it, is
substituted the single vowel of the form of the first (é or a|e ).

» £RdUded\ièvcnm\ p/gºÄm\ » 1.1.11 »
A dual case affix ending in £ or ª or é is called Pragrihya, or excepted
vowels which do not admit of sandhi or conjunction.

» inp|t ék|jn|±\ » 1.1.14 »
A particle I.4.56 consisting of a single vowel, with the exception of the particle
a|±\ is a Pragrihya.

» a|et\ » 1.1.15 »
The final a|e of a particle is a pragrihya.

» l|ep: z|kLySy » 8.3.19 »
v\ and y\ preceded by a or a| and at the end of a pada, are elided before an
az\ letter, according to the opinion of Śākalya.

6. Halsandhi

» !l|” jz|eNte » 8.2.39 »
A corresponding j

b g w or d is substituted for all consonants (with the

exception of semivowels and nasals) at the end of a word.

» St|e: Zcun| Zcu: » 8.4.40 »
The letters s and the dentals when coming in contact with z and the palatals,
are changed to z and the palatals respectively.

» Öun| Öu: » 8.4.41 »
The letters s and the dentals when coming in contact with x and cerebrals, are
changed into x and cerebrals respectively.

» yr|enun|iskenun|isk|e v| » 8.4.45 »
In the room of a yr\ letter (every consonant except h final) in a Pada, when a
Nasal follows, there is optionally a Nasal substitute.

» t|eilR » 8.4.60 »
In the room of tu (a dental) when the letter l follows, one homogenous with
the latter is substituted.

» ,ir c » 8.4.55 »
In the room of !l\ there is the substitute cr\ when ,r\ follows.

» !y|e h|eNytrSy|m\ » 8.4.62 »
In the room of the letter h, after (a sonant Mute) there is optionally a letter
homogenous with the prior.

» zZ¡|eiq » 8.4.63 »
In the room of the letter z preceded by a surd Mute, there is optionally the letter

¡ when a vowel or y v or r follows such z .

» m|e÷nuSv|r: » 8.3.23 »
The Anusvāra is substituted for m\ at the end of a word, before a consonant.

» anuSv|rSy yiy prsv-R: » 8.4.58 »
In the room of anusvāra, when yy\ follows, a lettter homogenous with the latter
is substituted.

» ±m|e ÅSv|dic ±mui_nTym\

» 8.3.32 »

After a word ending in ±\ _|\ or n\ which is preceded by a light vowel, the

same consonant ±\ _|\ or n\ is added invariably at the beginning of the next
word, which commences with a vowel.

» v| pd|NtSy » 8.4.59 »
In the room of anusvāra final in a Pada, the substitution of a letter homogenous
with the latter is optional.

7. Visargasandhi

» ssjux|e ®: » 8.2.66 »
For the final s\ and for the x\ of

sjux\ is substituted ® at the end of a word.

» ,rvs|ny|eeivRsjRnIy: » 8.3.15 »
The Visarjanīya is substituted for r\ before a ,r\ consonant or when there is a
Pause.

» ivsjRnIySy s: » 8.3.34 »
s\ is the substitute of a visarga, when a hard consonant (,r\ ) follows.

» v| zir » 8.3.36 »
The visarga is optionally the substitute of a visarga, when a sibilant follows.

» kuPv|e Í^k Í^p|E c » 8.3.37 »
Í^k and Í^p are optionally substituted for the visarga, when followed by a
hard guttaral or a hard labial.

» at|e r|erPlut|dPlute » 6.1.113 »
The Ñ is the substitute of ® (the r\ substitute of a final s\ VIII.2.66) when an a ,
which is not a pluta, both precedes and follows it.

» hiz c » 6.1.114 »
The Ñ is the substitute of ® (the r\ substitute of a final s\ VIII.2.66) when it is
followed by a soft consonant and preceded by an apluta short a.

» ~||e~|g|e a`|e apUvRSy y|eiz » 8.3.17 »
y\ is substituted for the ® called r , when it is preceded by ~||e, ~|g|e, a`|e, a
or a|, before an az\ letter (vowels and soft consonants).

» r|e ir » 8.3.14 »
r\ is elided before a r\ .

» s|Tpd|ƒ|e: » 8.3.111 »
The x\ substitution does not take place in the affix s|t\ and for that s which
stands at the beginning of a word.

» ét.d|e: su l|ep|e ÷k|ern[\sm|se hil » 6.1.132 »
After étd\ and td\ there is elision of the case affix s\ (of the nominative
singular) when a consonant follows it, when the words are not combined with k
(V.3.71) and have not the Negative Particle in composition.

» nZ¡Vyp/z|n\ » 8.3.7 »
® is substituted for the final n\ of a word, with the exception of the n\ of p/z|n\ ,
before a ¡v\ letter (¡ Q ' c q t ), which is followed by an am\ letter
(vowel, semivowel and nasal).

» a]|nun|isk: pUvRSy tu v| » 8.3.2 »
In the following sūtras up to VIII.3.12, this is always to be supplied:- “But here a
nasal vowel may optionally be substituted for the preceding vowel after which
® has been ordained”.

» anun|isk|Tpr|e ÷nuSv|r: » 8.3.4 »
After what precedes ®, if we omit to substitute the nasal, then anusvāra shall be
the augment.

8. Rāmarūpāni

» $µ|p\p/|itpidk|t\ » 4.1.1 »
(From this point forward as far as the end of Book Fifth, whather we shall treat
of, should be understood to come), after what ends with the feminine affixes $I
or a|p\, or after a Nominal stem.

» Sv|Ejsm|Eq\çXq|~y|iM#s\ ±e~y|M~ys\ ±is~y|M~ys\
±s|es|m\ ±µ|eSsup\ » 4.1.2 »
(After what ends with the feminine affixes $I or a|p\, or after a Nominal stem
the following case affixes are employed for declension):-

suŸ

a|E

js\

q|

~y|m\

i#s\

±isŸ

~y|m\
a|es\

~ys\

a|m\

i±

a|es\

sup\

am\
±e

±s\

a|Eq\

~y|m\

zs\
~ys\

» p/Tyy: » 3.1.1 »
An affix.

» prZc » 3.1.2 »
And subsequent.

» sup: » 1.4.103 »
Of sup (which is a Pratyāhāra formed of su the first of the case affixes and the
final p of the last of them) the three expressions in each successive set of the
three, are also severally called singular, dual and plural.

» sÓp|-|mekzex ékiv~|Ç|E » 1.2.64 »
Of the words having the same form, and all in thre same one case termination,
the last one is only retained.

» p/'my|e: pUvRsv-R: » 6.1.102 »
For the simple vowel of a nominal-stem and for the vowel of the case-affixes of
the Nominative and the Accusative in all numbers, there is the single
substitution of a long vowel corresponding to the first vowel.

» n|idic » 6.1.104 »
The substitution of a long vowel homogenous with the first, does not take place
when a or a| is followed by a vowel (other than a ) of the case-affixes of the
Nominative and the Accusative.

» s”b|e=ne c » 2.3.47 »
And when the sense is that of addressing, the first case-affix is employed.

» é±\ÅSv|Tsu”buåe: » 6.1.69 »
The consonant of the nominative-affix (su and its substitute am\ ) is elided in the
Vocative singular after a nominal stem ending in é or a|e or a short vowel.

» aim pUvR: » 6.1.107 »
There is the single substitution of the first vowel, when a simple vowel is follwed
by the a of the case ending am\.

» tSm|C¡s|e n: pu”is » 6.1.103 »
After such a long vowel homogenous with the first, n\ is substituted for the s\ of
the Accusative case affix zs\ in the masculine.

» rx|~y|” n|e -: sm|npde » 8.4.1 »
After r\ and x\

the -\

is the substitute of n\ , when they occur as component

letters of the same word.

» pd|NtSy » 8.4.37 »
Of a n\ final in a Pada, -\

is not the substitute.

» suip c » 7.3.102 »
Before a case-ending beginning with y or ~|

(lit a consonant of y[\

Pratyahara) the final a of a Nominal-stem is also lengthened.

» at|e i~|s ées\ » 7.1.9 »
After a nominal stem ending in a, ées\

is substituted for the case-ending i~|s\ .

» ±eyR: » 7.1.13 »
After a stem ending in ˙Sv a there is y in place of suPp/Tyy ±e.

» bhvcne !Lyet\ » 7.3.103 »
Before a case-ending beginning with ~|\

or s\ (lit. a !l\ consonant), in the

Plural, é is substituted for the final a of a Nominal stem.

» v|vs|ne » 8.4.56 »
In the room of !l\ , there is the substitute cr\ when ,r\

follows.

» a|eis c » 7.3.104 »
Before a case-ending a|es\, é is substituted for the final a of a Nominal-stem.

» ÅSvnƒ|p|e nuq\ » 7.1.54 »
The augment

n\ is added before the genitive Pl. ending a|m\ , after stems

ending in a short vowel, after stems called Nadī (I.4.3 etc), and after stems ending
in the feminine affix a|.

» n|im » 6.4.3 »
The long vowel is substituted for the final of the stem before the Genitive Plural
affix n|m\ (having the augment nuq\).

» a|dezp/Tyyy|e: » 8.3.59 »
x\ is substituted for that s\ which is a substitute (of the x\ of a root in
Dhātupātha by VI.1.64), or which is (the portion of) an affix, under the
abovementioned conditions VIII.3.57,58), of being preceded by an £-\

vowel

or a guttural.

» js: zI » 7.1.17 »
After a Pronominal stem ending in a , £R is substituted for the nominative
plural substituted for that as\.

» svRn|Mn: SmE » 7.1.14 »
After a Pronominal stem ending in a , SmE is substituted for the é of the Dative.

» ±is±µ|e: Sm|t\iSmn|EE » 7.1.15 »
After a Pronominal stem ending in a , Sm|t\ is substituted for the Ablative
ending as\ and iSmn\ for the Locative ending £ .

» a|im svRn|Mn: suq\ » 7.1.52 »

After a Pronominal stem ending in a or a| , the affix a|m\ of the Genitive Plural

gets the augment s\ at the beginning.

» q|±is±s|imn|TSy|: » 7.1.12 »
After a stem ending in a , are substituted £n for the Instrumental ending a|,

a|t\ for the Ablative ending as\, and Sy for the Genitive ending as\ .

